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DINOSAURS REVEALED: 
JOURNEY ACROSS AMERICA  
Your guests will travel back 252 million years as this exhibition reveals dinosaurs that 
inhabited what is now North America. They will dig deep into life during the Triassic, 
Jurassic and Cretaceous periods. This hands-on trek will bring them face-to-face with 
26 life-size dinosaurs. See them move, hear them roar and experience their complexity 
and vast diversity. Also included are two massive full body skeletons, real fossils and a 
hands-on dig to discover new evidence.

Also included are latest dinosaur discoveries that will change the way audiences think 
about these remarkable creatures.

Guests will walk through the most prolific North American dinosaur dig sites and learn 
what it takes to reveal and recover fossilized remains.  They will also interact with a 3D 
augmented reality volcano, dinosaur tracks, puzzles and more.

This adventure for all ages educates, fascinates and excites imaginations.

‘This is the first time I’ve ever seen feathered dinosaurs depicted. 
I really appreciate that our understanding of dinosaurs is evolving!’
 

‘My family thought it was really cool. Our son wants to be a paleontologist 
when he grows up. Thanks for putting together such an impressive 
educational experience suitable for all ages!’

– Guest reactions

The exhibition was produced by Union 
Station Kansas City in partnership with 

the Kansas University Paleontology 
Department and Science City, USKC to 
ensure complete scientific accuracy for 

all aspects of this exhibition.





 ÎHIGHLIGHTS

• 26 Life-Size and Life-Like Animatronic 
Dinosaurs in detailed dioramas

• 2 full dinosaur casts

• Detailed Interpretive panels

• Real, touchable fossils

• Multiple Hands-On Interactive Elements

• 3D Augmented Reality Volcano Table

• Dinosaur Fossil Dig Site

• Magnetic Puzzle Wall

• Interactive Floor Projection 

• Animatronic T-Rex outdoor display 

 ÎMEDIA/MARKETING ASSETS

• Full graphic design package – customizable 
and includes sample executions

• Library of Social Media content 

• Introductory video and reveal screen 
(video is 3:30)

• Broadcast/TV/Online video spots 
(:60, :30 and :15)

• Radio spots (:30 and :15)

• Billboard & Rack Card designs

• Complete Educators Guide

• Direct Mail Templates

• Microsite Template and Content

• Press Materials (Release, Photos, 
Advisories, Talking Points, etc.)

 



THE JOURNEY
 ÎTRIASSIC ERA: THE 
EPOCH THAT GAVE RISE 
TO THE REIGN OF THE 
DINOSAURS.

 ÎJURASSIC ERA: THE 
TIME WHEN THE GIANT 
SAUROPODS RULED THE 
EARTH.

 ÎCRETACEOUS ERA: LONG 
LIVE THE KING OF THE 
DINOSAURS! 



 Î3D AUGMENTED REALITY VOLCANO TABLE

 ÎMAGNETIC PUZZLE WALL

 ÎDINOSAUR FOSSIL

 ÎDINOSAUR FOSSIL DIG



 Venue Requirements
 ▲ Gallery Space Requirements: 8,000-12,000 sq. ft.

 ▲ Minimum Ceiling Height: 16 ft.

 ▲ Production Time: Up to 14 days for installation; and an    
 estimated 10-14 days for deinstallation

 ▲ Freight Requirements: 7 x 53’ trailers

 Booking Inquiries 
info@flyingfishexhibits.com

+1.651.207.8877

www.flyingfishexhibits.com



Flying Fish is a world-renowned producer of museum and science center exhibitions offering 
comprehensive services from design & fabrication to sales & marketing and global tour operations. 
Flying Fish works with some of the world’s top museums to co-produce exhibitions from their 
collections and is entrusted to tour its clients’ exhibitions globally. Flying Fish provides a wide 
variety of services to execute upon a successful touring exhibition program.

Flying Fish services include:

 • Exhibition Design

 • Fabrication

 • Sales & Marketing

 • Tour Management  
& Operations

 • Freight &  
Logistics Planning

Union Station Kansas City Union Station Kansas City is dedicated to preserving its historic 
monument and its stories, inspiring lifelong learning and creating lasting memories for our 
community.

Built in 1914, Union Station opens her arms with 850,000 square feet of amazing space that 
originally featured 900 rooms. In her prime as a working train station, she accommodated 
hundreds of thousands of passengers each year. After a remodel and a grand reopening in 1999 
Union Station is once again a majestic and desired destination for our surrounding communities.

 www.unionstation.org

 www.flyingfishexhibits.com

Dinosaurs Revealed is produced by Union Station Kansas City and toured internationally by Flying Fish.

Contact Us For Exhibit Hosting Information! +1.651.207.8877 / info@flyingfishexhibits.com


